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LANDING PAGE:

The designated web page you want people to 
land on after clicking an ad, an email, or some 
other web link.
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LANDING PAGE:

 Convince a visitor to act on the offer 
 Gather their information
 Redirect them to a destination page

The landing page has three goals:



Give me your top idea 
for improving this 

page…in one minute





Hard?Because… we need a 
framework



Hard?
Because… we need a 

framework



The key to making
A GREAT PAGE IS

to make it properly
CONVERSATIONAL



People react to
WEBPAGES

in the same way they react to
PEOPLE









The Layout
Pages with single column, linear layout generally perform better than multi-column layouts.
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The Layout
Pages with single column, linear layout generally perform better than multi-column layouts.



Background Image (if any)
Pages with a background image that MATCHES THE AD help to increase continuity.



Background Image (if any)
Pages with a background image that MATCHES THE AD help to increase continuity.
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Background Image (if any)
Pages with a background image that MATCHES THE AD help to increase continuity.



Headline
Pages with a designed headline, or one inside a banner, consistently perform worse.



Headline
Pages with a designed headline, or one inside a banner, consistently perform worse.
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Headline
Pages with a designed headline, or one inside a banner, consistently perform worse.



Social proof indicator
Even with free offers, seeing the approval of many others can act as a tipping point for some.
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Social proof indicator
Even with free offers, seeing the approval of many others can act as a tipping point for some.



Body copy
Avoid too much copy (talking) and too little copy (talking) unless they already know you.
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Body copy
Avoid too much copy (talking) and too little copy (talking) unless they already know you.



Main image or video
Email acquisition and donation pages that lead with video underperform those that don’t.
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Main image or video
Email acquisition and donation pages that lead with video underperform those that don’t.





In-line supporting content
Our testing thus far has shown that supporting content in the primary eye-path distracts.
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In-line supporting content
Our testing thus far has shown that supporting content in the primary eye-path distracts.



Call to action header and description
Without this information, visitors may get confused as to what exactly you want them to do.
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Call to action header and description
Without this information, visitors may get confused as to what exactly you want them to do.



Required fields for your form
Keep them to a minimum. Every extra field you require will cost you leads. 
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Required fields for your form
Keep them to a minimum. Every extra field you require will cost you leads. 



Form fields presentation
In some cases on desktop experiences, stacked fields can make the effort seem more than it is.
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Form fields presentation
In some cases on desktop experiences, stacked fields can make the effort seem more than it is.



Qualifying questions
Depending on the offer, qualifying questions can add a sense of credibility and exclusivity.
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Qualifying questions
Depending on the offer, qualifying questions can add a sense of credibility and exclusivity.



Supporting Column Content
As people experience your offer, feature their feedback here to increase future response.
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Supporting Column Content
As people experience your offer, feature their feedback here to increase future response.
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Supporting Column Content
As people experience your offer, feature their feedback here to increase future response.



Call to action button and security
Nothing should be more clear than this button and the implications of pushing it.
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Call to action button and security
Nothing should be more clear than this button and the implications of pushing it.
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Call to action button and security
Nothing should be more clear than this button and the implications of pushing it.



What about specific tactics 
like gift arrays for donation 

pages?



Well, how do you 
feel about gratuity 
that is already 
included?



Suggested tipping 
amounts, however, 
can be very helpful…
• When you have people from 

other cultures visiting ours 
and are used to “service 
compris” (service included) 

• Or when they are visiting 
and unfamiliar with the 
appropriate amounts 
according to the local 
culture



The same may be true for arrays…
• In most cases, arrays that don’t make a difference or actually lose to a 

‘choose your own’ amount are typically with campaign-based/free-
standing donation pages.

• The majority of visitors on these pages are more likely to have a primed 
knowledge of/or relationship with the organization.

• In this case, an array could be interpreted as mistrust, a new level of what’s 
acceptable, or even unnecessary difficulty, resulting in either a “scale-back” 
effect, a “lower-bar” effect, or a “default-distraction” effect



The same may be true for arrays…
• On instant-donation pages however, (ones presented directly after 

some sort of free offer), data so far suggests that an array produces 
more of a desirable result (i.e. more new donors total) compared to a 
choose your own option.



Experiment ID: #6700
Timeframe: 5/15/2017 - 6/6/2017

From this… To this…

125.9%
Donations

FREE-STANDING DONATION



Experiment ID: #2802
Timeframe: 11/30/2015 - 12/7/2015

From this… To this…
INSTANT-DONATION

34.7%
Donations

16.4%
Average Gift



Experiment ID: #5768
Timeframe: 12/8/2016 - 12/9/2016

34.2%
Clicks

43.1%
Donations

From this… To this…
CAMPAIGN DONATION



Remember our initial 
challenge?



From This…



To This…

11%
Emails



How can I remember all of 
this or come up with more 

ideas along the same 
framework?





The Research 
Process

• After examining our library of 
700+ published experiments, 
we’ve discovered 80+ relevant 
experiments to help us create 
an ideal starter template:

• Used only experiments that 
focused on email acquisition 
pages

• Used only experiments that 
isolate elements either of 
FORM or of SUBSTANCE 

Email Pages



The Research 
Process

After examining our library of 
700+ published experiments, 
we’ve discovered 141 
relevant experiments to help 
us create an ideal starter 
template.

Donation Pages



“Oh…well I always 
drink to world peace…”



People react to
WEBPAGES

in the same way 
they react to

PEOPLE



The key to 
making

A GREAT PAGE IS
to make it 
properly

CONVERSATIONAL


